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FORUM  `OUT'  FOR  FARM  WEEK
The Forum wi]l be "out of bounds" for Farm Week activities in 1981. This is one of the outcomes Of the inquiry

conducted late last year into events that marred Farm Week 1980.

The   Report   of   the   Committee   of   Inquiry   was
considered by the Professorial Board at its first meeting
of the year on February 25.

Among the other major recommendations approved
by the Board were:

*In future the Activities Committee of MAS should
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designated  by  the  Vice-Chancellor  after  preliminary
discussions with the Activities Committee.

*Students  should  be  forewarned  during  the  period
immediately  preceding  Farm  Week  of  the  kinds   of
behaviour  which  will  not  be  tolerated  and  which,  if
engaged    in,    may    result    in    disciplinary    or    legal
proceedings being brought against them;  and any such
forewarning    should    incorporate    the    particular
prohibitions    recommended    by    the    Farm    Week
Committee of Inquiry of 1969.

*MAS   should,   in  accordance  with  its  practice  in

previous  years,   make  reasonable  recompense  to  the
University for costs incurred by the University in respect
of items  such as  repair and replacement of University
property and additional cleaning costs.
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Among other things,  the  lo-page report lists a range

f activities which an earlier draft Discipline Statute had
efined   as   "acts   of   misconduct   and   breaches   of

discipline".
The      Board     accepted      the     Committee's

recommendation   that   the   substance   of  these   items
should  be  incorporated  in  regulations  made  by  the
Professorial   Board   in   exercise   of  its   powers   under
Section  I  of the present Statute on Discipline.

ARGC GRANTS: APPLY NOW
Applications have been called for ARGC support of

research  projects  at  Monash  University  in  1982.  They
should  be  submitted  to  Mr  B.D.   Shields,   Assistant
Registrar, in the University Offices, by Thursday, April
2,1981.

All  1981  grantees have been sent the forms they will
need for renewal applications. Where the ARGC wants
progress   reports,   the   relevant   grantees   have,  been
informed separately.

Copies    of   initial    application    forms    and    other
documents   are   available   from   Mrs   P.M.   Mahon,
extension 3073.
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Applicants are asked to read carefully the "Advice to
Applicants" issued by ARGC and the directions on the
application forms  as there are,  once again,  significant
changes from earlier years.

THATCHHR BOOKING: `THINK AGAIN'
The  Professorial  Board  has  asked  the  Management

Committee of Robert Blackwood Hall to reconsider its
decision not to  accept a tentative booking of the Hall
for a lunchtime address later in the year by the British
Prime Minister, Mrs Margaret Thatcher.

The Board invited the chairman of the committee and
the   Director   of   Robert   Blackwood   Hall   to   hold
discussions   with   the   Vice-Chancellor   on   the   wider
implications for the University of this and similar policy
decisions.

In its report to the Board, the committee had said that
it   was   felt   that   Mrs   Thatcher's   presence   "wbuld
inevitably bring a substantial contingent of police to the
campus, that demonstrations might occur, and that the
potential for violence with damage to the Hall and its
environs was too great to warrant the risk of accepting
the booking."

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION COMMITTEE
The Professorial Board has approved a reconstitution

of   the   Standing   Committee   on   Ethics   in   Animal
Experimentation    with    a    view    to    widening    its
"professional  membership"  and  removing the  ad hoe

nature of its composition.
The  membership  of the  committee  (normally under

the chairmanship of either the Deputy Vice-Chancellor
or Pro-Vice-Chancellor) will be:

Two    members    drawn    from    the    clinical    and
paraclinical departments and one member drawn from
the preclinical departments of the faculty of Medicine;
two  members  drawn  from  other  departments  of  the
University   concerned   with  `biological   research   and
teaching involving animals; one member of the faculty
of  Law;  one  member  from  a  discipline  remote  from
medical   or   biological   science   and   not   engaged   in
experimental  work  involving  animals;  one  member  of
the University Council who is not a member of the staff
of  the  University;  and  the  chairman  of  the  Animal
Services Committee (ex officio).



RESIDENT VACANCIES IN DEAKIN HALL
Applications are invited from members of staff and

senior postgraduate students who would like to live in
Deakin   Hall.   Accommodation   is   single   room   with
private bathroom.

The weekly accommodation rate for staff residents is
$41.30 and for postgraduate residents $37.10. All meals
are available on a cash basis from the Halls diningroom.

Staff  residents  and  postgraduate  residents  have  no
formal duties in Hall.

Application  forms  and  further  information  may  be
obtained from Mrs Eileen Rogers, Halls Administrative
Assistant,  ext.  29cO.  The  Warden  of Deakin  Hall,  Dr
Logan Francey, may be contacted on ext. 2900 or 3636.

NEW TV LOOK AT TECHNOLOGY
ABC  Television  this  year  will  introduce  a  weekly

program    called    "Towards    2000''    dealing    with
developments in technology at home and abroad.

The    aim    of   the   program   is   to    describe    `new
technology'  in  language  that  the  average  viewer  can
comprehend.  It expects to cover developments in such
areas  as  space  research,   microprocessors,   alternative
energy    sources,    lasers,    transport    and    medical
technology.

The  program,  presented  by  Jeffrey  Watson,  David
Flatman and Sonia Humphrey, will begin a 13-week run
in  mid-July.   The  producers  would  be  keen  to  have
suggestions    about    suitable    topics    from   university
researchers.   These   can   be   passed   on   through   the
Information Office.

RUSSIAN TRANSLATION
Dr George Rozvany,  reader in civil  engineering,  has

recently had his textbook,  ` `Optimal Design of Flexural
Systems"   (Pergamon  Press,  Oxford,   1976)  issued  in
Russian translation in Moscow.

Dr Rozvany has conducted lecture courses in this field
for NATO (Iowa City, May, 1980), the Polish Academy
of Sciences  (November,  1980,  and  January,  1981) and
Essen    University,    West    Germany    (November,
1980-February,  1981).

MATHEMATICS SEMINARS
Mrs  Gwendda  Milston  (department  of history)  will

give the first of a new series of `History of Mathematics'
seminars in Room 345, Mathematics building, at 1 p.in.
on Thursday,  March  12.

Her topic will be  "A time-machine view  of Chinese
history" - a series of leaps backwards (to establish the
periods of the major empires and dynasties), and a dash
forwards,    glancing   at   some   major   scientific   and
technological achievements.

.... AND ZOOLOGY
"Abbott's  Booby,  ore  phosphate,  or  both?"  is  the

title of the first of the  1981  seminars to be given in the
department of zoology.

The speaker will be Professor Mike Cullen,  and the
seminar will be held in Room 232, Biology building, at
4.15  p.in.  on Thursday, March 5.

MOOT WIN FOR ANU
The  Australian  National  University  team  won  the

Jessup  International  Law  Moot conducted at Monash
on February 20-21  (SOUND 3-81).

ANU  defeated  the  University  of NSW  in  the  final,
adjudicated by a Bench consisting of Sir Ninian Stephen
and Sir Keith Aickin of the High Court, and Mr Gerard
Brennan  of  the  Department  of  Foreign  Aggaits.  The
ANU  team also won the prize for the best Memorials
and the best oralist was Mr Andrew Byrnes (ANU).

SAMU POST AVAILABLE
SAMU  (Staff  Association  of  Monash  University)

needs  a  part-time  secretary  for  minute-taking,  typing
and filing.

The job would occupy approximately 10 hours a week
and offers scope for initiative.

Contact   Jenny   Strauss,   English   department,   ext.
2144,  or Alba Romano,  Classical Studies,  ext.  3260.

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available.  not previously listed in sound:           i. -±7
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ACADEMIC
ARTS

Linguistics - Tutor
ECONOMICS & POLITICS

Economics - Research Assistant Grade  I
GENHRAL

COMPUTER CENTRE
Junior - Operations Area/Job Reception

LIBRARY
Programming Assistant Grade 2

MEDICINE
Biochemistry - Technical Assistants - Junior (2 positions)
Surgery,  Prince Henry's Hospital - Technical Assistant

SCIENCE
Botany - Technical Assistant; Laboratory Attendant, adult (part-
time)

REGISTRAR'S BRANCH
Secretary;   Stenographer   (adult);   Careers   &  Appointments   -
Careers Counsellor

HALLS OF RESIDENCE
Assistant Manager

Copies of relevant advertisements can be sighted on application to
Room  101,  First Floor,  University Offices Annexe.

Telephone inquiries about academic positions should be directed to
extension 2047,  clerical positions to 2038, and technical positions to
2055.

Authorised by K.W. Bennetts, Inforlnation Officer


